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“Relax / I tell them / you’re inside / poetry now” - Julia Connor

The Extra

The Old Lies About Love

Lowell Jaeger

Lowell Jaeger

One empty pizza box up-ended
in the trash. Keys on the table.
Wallet. Checkbook. I've rolled
the covers back, propped the pillow.
I'm reclined with my boots on,
confusing another TV drama
with what's left of this day behind me.

...still sell a lot of Valentines.
I searched the card store racks:
the truth is yet unavailable
in our little town. Maybe the same
problem all over the planet.

Were it so easy to be someone
with his lines written for him.
With the scene's outcome planned.
To be the hero with his head cocked,
eyes glittered with fixed stars
of camera flash and spotlight.
Walk-ons. Passers-by. The extras
recede from view faster than recognition.
Like this nameless man turning from the hotel desk
with keys and checkbook, just as the lens
washes past to catch the hero and the hero's girl
just now arrived in the midst
of whatever plot they know they've walked into.
Meanwhile the extra slips out
to walk the streets in the rain past midnight.
It feels good to have no one watching.
He buys a small cheese pizza. To go.
Walks back to the hotel.
We get another glimpse of him when the elevator
spills the hero, now bloodied,
and some hood's run off with his girl.
(No worry. The entire crew's on the trail.)
Up in his rented room, the extra drops his keys,
wallet, checkbook on the table.
Rolls the covers back. Flips on the TV.
Empty pizza box
in the trash. Feels good
to be no one, watching.

I'm lost for the right words
to let you know my heart that night
I lay quaking with fevers,
gagging on the infection
in my chest, dripping an ice-cold
sweat...all this in a far off place
I've always disappeared into
whenever I'm sick and useless
to anybody, knotted in the sheets,
drenched in the shame
of weakness. An unlovable
puddle of stench, hacking
and wheezing, completely convinced
you should be mad at me
because you had to be up early
and get the kids to school,
get yourself to work, too.
And take on another list
of scribbled obligations...
all of which you set aside,
pressed a cold cloth to my forehead
and hugged your body
closer to mine.
Lowell Jaeger has published two collections of poems and several
chapbooks. Recently, he compiled and edited an anthology of
Montana poets, Poems Across the Big Sky. Several of his poems are
forthcoming (or have recently been printed) in The Iowa Review,
Atlanta Review, the Coe Review, Poetry Flash, Georgetown Review, Big
Muddy, and The California Quarterly. Currently he is compiling New
Poets of the American West, an anthology of poets from western
states.
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PoetDawn2008@aol.com
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calendar to aarondscrub@yahoo.com
The Poet Tree, also known as the
Sacramento Poetry Center, is a non-profit
corporation dedicated to providing forums for
local poets – including publications, (Poetry
Now and Tule Review), workshops, special
events, and an ongoing reading series. Funded
primarily by members, SPC is entirely run by a
volunteer board of directors. We welcome
your input and your interest.
Board of Directors (as of Jan 2008)
Bob Stanley, President
Tim Kahl, Vice President
Rebecca Morrison, Secretary
Sandra Senne, Treasurer
Frank Graham, Member at large
Mary Zeppa, Member at large
Stan Zumbiel, Member at large
Brad Buchanan, Member at large
Elizabeth Krause, Member at large
Contact us at
1719 25th Street, Sacramento CA 95816
bobstanley@sbcglobal.net
916-979-9706
Or visit our website at
www.sacramentopoetrycenter.org.

president’s message
We’ve had a remarkable month of Poetry events in Sacramento –
our laureates’ conference was a great success. SPC was honored
to be able to host an esteemed group of poets from all over the
state. These poets laureate work tirelessly in their respective
communities. From Santa Barbara to San Ramon, from
Brentwood to Benicia, poets are doing their best to “make poetry
matter.” Funny, though, there are no laureates from some big
California cities – listen up Berkeley, Oakland, San Jose, San
Diego – it’s time to catch up with Sac-town! Get a poet working
for your community, or get left behind.
And our SPC writers’ conference – what a pleasure to sit in the
sun and listen to State Laureate Al Young right here in our
industrially-tinged art complex at 25th and R, on a Saturday
afternoon. In addition to Mr. Young’s considerable contribution,
we were fortunate to have the likes of Ellen Bass, Jane
Hirshfield, Joshua McKinney, Camille Norton and Quinton
Duval. A record turnout enjoyed workshops, readings, lunch, and
the spring sunshine. Just like it was planned. Thanks to Indigo
Moor for his coordination of this great event.
Then the high school crowd rolled in a week later and brought
poetry to a boil. We had fifteen finalists on the stage, reading the
best poems from over 500 entries in our SPC high school contest.
Although we selected two winners – Alex Banuelos won the
grand prize, and Naomi Neal was runner-up -- all the poets were
true winners, and the crowd was something out of March
Madness. Brad Buchanan did a masterful job of organizing the
event, and I was privileged to be the final judge for the event.
So thanks to everyone who helped, as we threw a string of
“parties” for Poetry month. You SPC board members – Sandra,
Tim, Rebecca, Frank, Stan, Mary, Elizabeth, Emmanuel, the
aforementioned Indigo and Brad – it can’t go on without you.
Thanks to the California Arts Council, the Sacramento
Metropolitan Arts Commission, and Poets and Writers for their
financial assistance. Most of all, thanks to Ray Tatar, who
envisioned the laureates’ event and made it happen. Ray was still
moving chairs around to help us set up for the high school
reading ten days later. After ten years with SPC, I’m realizing
that’s what it’s about – setting up chairs, finding readers, filling
seats – supporting artists so they can be heard. Sometimes it
even feels like a moment in the sun.
Bob Stanley
President
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Putting the Dog Down
Sean Johnson
She rummages through the backyard bushes
for rats, cat poop, some small diversion to spice up
her small dog life. Her legs: thin as parenthesis.
Her tail: an apostrophe. Asterisks of flowers
punctuate the yard where each week
she pees the equivalent of a small lake.
She doesn’t know-as she noses about
the kitchen, in high hopes of potato chip
crumbs or (lucky day!) a fallen strip of salamithat her chances of every getting lucky
with the neighbor’s schitzu-poodle, Fritz,
are about to go the way of leaves in fall.
We leave the house, walk her out to the Buick
for one final ride, my father and I.
I was at camp when he called to tell me
about the disk of cancer that had hurled itself
at my boyhood pooch like a Frisbee. He said,
We’re putting the dog down, and I imagined
him and my mother hurling insults,
as if that was what putting down meant:
Good-for-nothing mut. Crotch sniffer.
Now we drive, windows down as a July sunset
hisses like a fuse on the horizon, and the dog,
muzzle into the breeze, vacuums up as much
of this world as possible before the big check out,
a river of wind rushing over the smooth,
wet pebbles of her eyes, the white flags
of her ears waving their surrenderuntil, stopped at a red, my father,
I can’t believe it, calls our dog by name and asks
her to drive. “It’s what she’s always wanted,”
he assures me, as the two switch places.
And so we’re cruising along Marconi,
the three of us-dog at the wheel, owners

with their heads out the passenger windows,
whipped by wind and howling. We could howl
forever,
we think to ourselves, as the dog checks the rear view
before switching lanes-though soon we both
grow tired and curl up in the back seat, put to sleep
by exhaustion, our tails two question marks
at the end of a long sentence.

To Spelling
Sean Johnson
“The righteous shall inherit heaves.”
-Bible misprint
How easily Freud becomes a fraud or my aunt
turns into an ant when you go haywire, spelling.
One slip up and seven rabbis hop swiftly
through a shaded forest.
Someone waves the silver wand of a pen
and, under your spell, even time vanishesas months transform into moths and flit away
through an open window. You sneak
up on us, penetrate the fences of our spell checks,
plague e-mails and memos as a pest blights cropsso that, yesterday, when I wrote in my journal
we’re in love, it came out were in love.

Sean Johnson is an undergraduate at Brigham Young University. Former editor-in-chief of the American
River Review, he is the recipient of an Academy of American Poets College Prize, the Western Regional
Honors Council Award for Poetry, a NYS Summer Writers Institute scholarship, and, from BYU, the
Carolyn Barnes Poetry Award and the Mayhew Prize for Poetry.
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Frank Graham interviews Susan Kelly-Dewitt
Voracious reader, prolific author, mother, teacher and community activist, SKD has a new book of poems titled, The Fortunate Islands.
I spoke with her about the craft of poetry…
FG: Your titles have always been intriguing to me -- what does it take to find a good title for a collection or a poem? Do you find a title
before a poem is developed? After it? What should the title do for a poem or collection?
SKD: I’ve never considered myself an especially good title writer, but I believe a good title should be a seed that somehow contains
within it the pattern of the whole—the way a tupelo or a flowering plum tree is contained inside its seed. That said, titles arrive
differently to me—some before, some after, some in between. In the case of The Fortunate Islands, the title and the shape of the
book appeared suddenly in my mind—the sections, etcetera—and though poems shifted around during the editorial process, the
basic shape remained the same. Feather’s Hand was an attempt to honor Feather Dundee, who created the original collage I used
as the cover art; it was also an attempt to frame the main theme of the chapbook. For Cassiopeia Above the Banyan Tree—the title
(and the poem called “Night in Manoa Valley”) for me captures some of the mystery of my childhood in Hawaii. One thing that was
very present on an island in the middle of the Pacific in those days: the amazing web-work of the stars at night. The title also
alludes to myth and myth-making, which I hope is alive and well in that collection.
FG: You’ve written so much about nature, not necessarily nature poems, but it is all woven in – even the stars and constellations…
SKD: I do think that being a little girl in Hawaii, maybe that’s where it started—Plants had more presence than people!. I’ve been a
Master Gardener, I’m an amateur naturalist. I love looking at things under microscopes and magnifying lenses and I think the life of
the bug represents the cosmic questions. Why are we here? What does it all mean—brevity, struggle, beauty, in condensed form.
FG: What are you trying to teach when you teach poetry?
SKD: I think I’m operating out of the assumption: words matter. I believe in the art – but how do you do the craft of it. I’ve read
thousands and thousands and thousands of pages on craft, as well as letters and biographies of poets. I like to think of once when I
took a painting class from Ann Gregory in the mid eighties – watercolors – she gave us secrets, short cuts – mixing colors; if you
want this color you do this. She saved us so much time. Those of us who had the passion to keep painting, kept painting. If we’d
tried to come up with these things ourselves, it would have taken forever. She was willing to give away trade secrets, and that’s
how I feel about poetry. If you have the passion, you’ll stick with it, but what I can do as a teacher is show you the secrets to make
it better.
FG: Are those the same short cuts we use for poetry?
SKD: Gregory told us: You’ve lived. You have ideas and feelings. Your painting will reflect that. Keep working on the craft—
developing your skill. So I say, if you’ve lived, you can write, and only you can write what you write. You as an individual are the
prototype – you’re making this for the first time. That’s scary because you’re out there, forging your way. But I can help people
form concrete images, how to surprise -- I can teach poets how to surprise themselves, how poetic devices work, give them good
things to read that will inspire them. That’s what I see my job as.
FG: What do you recommend reading for the aspiring poet?
SKD: The history of the art. Certainly, American poets, English and Irish poets. Then twentieth century poets. The Chinese poets.
Just like any other art, you need to know what the context is -- for your moment in history. Obviously -- Whitman, Dickenson,
Yeats, Stevens, Bishop. Akhmatova, Rilke, Neruda, More contemporary poets like Wright (both Wrights), Oliver, Levertov (who I
subsequently studied with at Stanford) Kenyon, Kinnell, Clifton, Li-Young Lee, Hillman, McPherson, Hass.
FG: How do you stimulate the power of the word? Writing assignments?
SKD: I do give a lot of writing assignments, and I do believe in the power of the word. […] I mean, I hope passion for the word
communicates itself when I teach. I believe that words change things because they change people, sometimes in small ways,
invisibly, and sometimes in ways that we can see and point to. In this country we’re lucky, but in a lot of countries they kill poets –
and they don’t kill them because they’re not powerful.
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FG: I’ve noticed references to ghosts and hummingbirds in your poems –
SKD: I didn’t realize they were so prevalent until I read those reviews (laughter). I wasn’t thinking about it. I don’t know. […]
Growing up in Hawaii, there was a lot of mysticism …my mother was raised Catholic – at one point I went to Catholic school and
Unitarian Sunday School at the same time—I was five, so that must have created some spiritual angst! And spirituality, the spirit
world is so very much a part of Catholicism. I was an ardent young mystic. My confirmation name is Joan (of Arc). So I was very
caught up in all of that growing up. I read a lot of theology, a lot spiritual tracts as a young person—Underhill’s books, Meister
Eckhart, Swedenborg, Blavatsky, (I pretty thoroughly investigated theosophy)—Suzuki, Kapleau—people like that. Thomas Merton
has been very important to me, as both a spiritual thinker and as a poet. That’s off the top of my head-- The poem, “Whiskey
Nights”—I really did see that and whether it was a trick of my mind, or something else, I don’t pretend to know what it really
means. I think a ghost may be a way of ….something. Who knows what our minds are capable of—we use such a small part of our
brains. Today, I see myself attached to the natural world and the things around me.
FG: What about the hummingbirds?
SKD: Well, it’s such a beautiful creature. They’re fierce and interesting. Their flight pattern…
FG: Do you think analyzing makes you less productive?
SKD: I think it’s dangerous to analyze your own poetry. Just do it. Try to get better at it. I think you can get caught up in the analysis
and not write the poem. I don’t see my job as analyzing my own poems. It is to get down as much as I can of the world before I die.
FG: There’s a good bit of dread and fear in this book of poems – but is looking at your own death part of your source?
SKD: I think most poets are out to beat time. We don’t like to buy chrysanthemums, put them in a vase and watch them die. We
hate the idea that whatever lives will vanish, perhaps through suffering. I know that I’ve outlived most of the populations in
history, so I know how lucky I am. I hope that when I do die, I’m ready for it, but I dread the deaths of those I love. I love reading
Chinese poets because they’re so alive, so present in their words. Poetry is such a connection across time. I like to think that
something I’ve written is something someone walking down a street years from now can—will—call to mind.
FG: Your relationship with your father is at the center of much of your work. Is writing about difficult experiences a different process?
More stressful or liberating?
SKD: I won’t talk much about my father here, but I will say that certain poems have been very difficult to write. In general, some
things are so close to the bone that it takes many years to gain enough distance. This has at least been true for me. However, when
a poem that addresses one of these concerns or experiences does seem right, it is very liberating indeed. “Bypass,” which is about
my husband David’s bypass surgery a month after we were married in 1974, when he was twenty-nine, took me about twenty
years to write. I made various attempts but they all failed. The final poem evolved from a much longer and more angst-ridden,
poor-me/poor-us umpteenth version. I stuck with it though, and I have been glad to learn that the poem is useful to others.
FG: You've won a prestigious prize or two, and have had some lovely publications produced. What advice can you give to poets
struggling to get their words noticed, either in print, academia, or otherwise?
SKD: My advice to poets is: don’t depend on prizes! If you win one, rejoice—dance around! Hurray! — Then get back to work. The
next judge probably won’t like what you’ve written anyway. Dennis Schmitz once said to me of prizes and publication, “Put your
nickel in the slot machine!” You do need to keep putting the nickels in though—rejections today, an acceptance next month,
another rejection. That’s just how it works for most of us most of the time. Hang in there. Find ways to keep yourself alive as a
writer. Try not to lose heart. I am very grateful to the presses and the people—to Carol and Laverne Frith especially, who took a
chance and published my first chapbook, A Camellia for Judy—to Sandy McPherson, David Humphreys, Kathy Keith, to my daughter
Jennifer who designed, printed and bound The Book of Insects by hand; by publishing these small collections they literally kept me
alive. I had a gag in my mouth and they took it out and allowed me to breathe, to speak, to sing. If that sounds dramatic, good!—it
was. And they all did it selflessly, for the art, and to encourage the poet and the poetry. I feel that a prize, if it is honestly awarded
for the work, is a little vote of confidence in the work—that others have found it speaks to or for them, and is thus somehow worth
reading and maybe even rereading. It’s also a vote of confidence in the work to come—in the potential of the poet and the poetry.
If there’s money attached, that means a little more guilt—or worry-free time to concentrate—also pretty nice.
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FG: You're so prolific, I wonder if you're writing while doing errands – is that the case?
SKD: Elizabeth Bishop said that poets should be writing poems in their heads all the time, even if these poems never make it onto
paper. I think most poets are always “cooking” things subliminally, though what eventually arrives on paper might end up in the
paper-mountain “draft” pile. If I am out and about (or if I wake in the night) and start to get an image or a line in my head, I begin
working it there, until it feels taut—until it has some muscle, some shape, some music—and then I push that as far… for as many
lines as it will go, reworking and repeating it to myself until I have it memorized. I memorize as much as I’ve composed, and when I
can, I write it down. I revise from there. Also, I do read a lot of poetry. I find it very hard to read without wanting to write—
responding with some lines of my own, a kind of conversation. That’s why I always tell students to just read, read, read if they want
to write.

Due to space constraints, this interview has been heavily edited. Please visit the SPC Blog online for an “uncut” version of
Frank and Susan’s dialogue. www.sacramentopoetrycenter.blogspot.com

Two poems by Rebecca Froust
(NOT) SAID BY the EulogIst

What Was Sacred

College track star. Wife. Mother.
School volunteer. Little League
Bleacher fan. At UCSD she looked
after the guys, (including her husband),
adopted strays, accessorized with shoes
in ways that impressed me enough
to feel compelled to mention it today;
she cooked, cleaned, tutored us premeds
(including her husband) in Physics.
She gave up med school for marriage,
drove us all home after parties,
played the foil to my friend, her husband’s
hard-boiled-eggs-in-the-carton-in-therefrigerator prank that we allchuckle, chuckle-remember so well.
She loved him unabashedly.
(right up until she parked her Land Rover
next to the bridge and hurdled
the span.)

It took a long time for your body
to grow cold in the dawn
of your dying, but the AC did its work
and I waited, holding your hand
until I was sure you were gone.
They left us alone for the time that it took,
and the curtains were drawn for respect.
After they came for you,
I stayed in your room,
to hold hands with
the mail-order chaplain,
and watch the sun heave
its blaze up over Brush Mountain,
and scatter the gray embers of day.

Rebecca Foust’s book, Dark Card won the 2007 Robert Phillips Poetry Chapbook Award and
another made finalist for Poetry’s 2007 Emily Dickinson First Book Award. Her recent
poetry won two Pushcart nominations and appears or is forthcoming in Atlanta Review,
JAMA, Margie, Los Angeles Review, North American Review, Nimrod, Spoon River Poetry
Review, and others.
Don’t miss Rebecca’s reading at SPC (1719 25th St.) on Monday May 12th at 7:30 PM.
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Sacramento Area Literary Calendar
May 2008
FRI, 5/2 - The Other Voice, the U.U. Church of Davis;
readers from THE YOLO CROW, a literary journal
celebrates the writings of people of Yolo Cty. Chris
Campbell, Peter Goblen, Susan Wolbarst, Ronald Lane,
Sherman Stein. 7:30 pm, church library, 27074 Patwin
Rd.Refreshments/OpenMic. allegras@dcn.org
FRI, 5/2 - 7:30 p.m. – W. Wantling Is Dead; Kevin
Jones, Gene Bloom, Richard Lopez, Richard Hansen
th
and more. Book Collector. 1008 24 St., btwn J & K Sts.
916.442.9295.
SAT, 5/3. 7 p.m. Sac City College lit mag
(Susurrus) reading on the Sac City College campusroom A6 of the auditorium building.
SAT, 5/3 and 1st Sat of every month:
Workshop/potluck, 11 a.m., 1720 15th Street, La Raza
Galeria Posada. Los Escritores del Nuevo Sol (Writers
of the New Sun) Members write in Spanish, English
and/or both. JoAnn @ joannpen@comcast.net.
SAT, 5/3 and 1st Sat of every month: Meetings for The
Aertherials Club for Artists and The Artist's Way, 2-4pm
@ Barnes and Noble, Stockton. Donald Anderson
drama_art_writing_maliger@yahoo.com.

open 2pm. Presentation at 2:30pm. $5 for SADS & CVF
members, $7 for non-members. Also Art Deco authors.
Educ Cntr, Towe Auto Museum, 2200 Front St.
Sac, CA 95818 (916) 442-6802
http://www.toweautomuseum.org
WED, 5/14: 7:30 p.m. Rattlesnake Press presents a
littlesnake broadside by STEPHANI SCHAEFER, a new
chapbook from QUINTON DUVAL and Volume 3 of
CONVERSATIONS, B.L. Kennedy’s Rattlesnake
Interview Series. The Book Collector, 1008 24th Street,
btwn J & K Streets, 916-442-9295, richard@poems-forall.com http://www.sacfreepress.com/poems/
WED, 5/14: 7 pm Sac Poets Against War reading and
Sac Area Peace Action open house. 909 12th Street,
Sac, 916-448-7157 free sacpeace@dcn.org
http://www.sacpeace.org
TH, 5/15. 8-10 pm - UC Davis Grad Student Reading
Series, 126 Voorhies Hall, Univ of Cal Davis Campus.
http://english.ucdavis.edu.
TH, 5/15, 8pm Beth Lisick and Kayden Kross plus open
mike. Luna's, 1414 16th Street. Free.
http://www.lunascafe.com,
916-441-3931
host frank andrick – every thurs nite readings at lunas

TUE, 5/6 7:30 pm and Every Tues: SPC Poets’
th
Workshop, @ Hart Cntr, 27 /J Sts. Danyen @ 530-756- SUN, 5/18 3rd Sun of every month: Writing Group
6228.
meets, 1-3 pm in Sac. Nancy,
nancy_walker@dot.ca.gov for location.
TUE, 5/6 3rd Eye Collective, Life Sentence, Every
Tues, 7-10pm, open mic/slam sign-ups at 6:30pm 2904 MON, 5/19, 7:30 pm QR Hand and Bill Vartnaw from
Franklin Blvd, SAC $30 slam competition live-webCAST Taurean Horn Press @ SPC, 25th/R Sts Free. 916-979www.artisticinsomnia.com ailive@tmail.com
9706.
http://myspace.com/LifeSentenceShow
May 8, Gary Snyder’s birthday
MON, 5/12: 7:30 pm - Rebecca Foust & Elizabeth
th
Krause read @ SPC, 25 / R. St. Free. 916-979-9706.

TH, 5/22 8pm @ Lunas Cafe, 1414 16
Sandy Thomas, Terryl Wheat

TH

St. feature:

MON, 5/26 7:30 p.m. - Chad Sweeney & Josh
th
McKinney @ SPC, 25 /R. Sts Free. 916-979-9706.
http://www.sacramentopoetrycenter.org.

TUE, 5/12 7:30 pm and Every Tues nite: SPC Poets’
th
Workshop, @ Hart Cntr, 27 /J Sts. Danyen @ 530-756- TUE, 5/27 Frank Bidart reads at UC Davis, Campus.
6228.
Time/location TBA. http://english.ucdavis.edu.
5/31 Al Young and Walt Whitman - birthdays.
FRI, 5/18:2-4 p.m. - Poetry reading by winners of the
Museum's 2007 Automotive Poetry Contest. Doors
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Triptych*
John Amen

Late August
Mary Herrema Giudice

In ’96 I used to take Levine to the Mental Health
Center for his monthly psych appointments. I’d
drive while he told me of IRS men who were
appropriating his garage, homosexuals who had it
out for his dead uncle. It’s tragic, how someone’s
pain can become chronic noise, a shtick you learn to
tune out. That last time, though, something came
over me, and I swerved into a parking lot, turned off
the car. “Do you really believe that?” I yelled. I saw
it, my words slicing through decades of fixation, a
forgotten sun rising in his arctic eyes; for three
seconds he was free, whole. Then the shadow fell
again. It’s documented in the Vatican,” he said. Not
long after that he hanged himself outside the church
he attended when he was a kid. I went to the
visitation, but I don’t remember much about his
family, just that they stood there, parents and
siblings, a quartet in a perfect row, shaking hands
and saying over and over, in tones that struck me as
oddly indistinguishable, thank you thank you thank
you thank you.

It is past my bedtime
and I am outside,
prowling.
The one I used to prowl for
is asleep in my bed,
and I am outside,
seeking water.
On other nights
there have been small Midwestern lakes
and icy mountain creeks,
warm ocean lit by an indecently large moon.
Tonight the apartment pool must do.
The essential oils of chlorine,
plastic chairs, night
flowers and a distant cigarette
should be bottled and sold as the Perfume
of a Thousand Summer Nights.
Wading into the dark ripples reminds me
that I have skin,
tired skin.
Windows around the courtyard glow
with different shades of wattage.
I imagine those rooms full of people,
serene,
and happy to be home.

*Previously published in Rattle
John Amen is the author of two collections of poetry:
Christening the Dancer (Uccelli Press 2003) and More
of Me Disappears (Cross- Cultural Communications,
2005), and has released one folk/folk rock CD, All I’ll
Never Need (Cool Midget, 2004). His poetry has
appeared in various journals and anthologies,
including Rattle, The New York Quarterly, The
International Poetry Review, and Blood to Remember.
He is also an artist, working primarily with acrylics
on canvas. His second CD, Ridiculous Empire, will be
released in Spring 2008. Further information is
available on his website. Amen travels widely giving
readings, doing musical performances, and
conducting workshops. He founded and continues to
edit the award-winning literary bimonthly, The
Pedestal Magazine (www.thepedestalmagazine.com).

Mary Herrema Giudice is a graduate student in
literature at Cal State Sacramento. She lives in
Davis with her inimitable husband Ben, and she
wishes that instead of Stephen Dunn she had been
the one to write: "the words we find/ are always
insufficient, like love,/ though they are often
lovely/ and all we have."
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Two Poems by Andrea Neptune
Apple Season

Resentment

She plucks an apple off the tree,
notes the rust spots like those in her blue eyes,
and chucks it in the canning bin.
Her long egret legs
help her grasp those on the high branches.
It tires me just to watch her,
traipsing apples from tree to bin.
Those uhau can’u be eauen are peeled and pvreed,
lest anything useful go to waste.
I sway with the trees,
dizzy from watching her
walk back and forth to the wheelbarrow,
arms full of green globes.
The barrow is full of bounty,
yet she will not relent
until the tree has been plucked bare.
“Wovld yov like a drink?’ she asks,
pausing to wipe her brow and honey brown hair.
“Svre,” I say, and head inside uhe house
to get us each one.
On the kitchen counter lays her list.
I spou “pick apples”
sandxiched beuxeen “can apple savce”
and “prvne rose bvshes.”
I return, offering her a cold can,
and she takes it with one of her strong hands,
maroon nail polish adorning her manicured nails.
I startle myself with the dawning
that this woman,
my mother in her sixties,
is in better shape than I am.
I sigh at the revelation
and bend over to pick up a bruised apple,
fallen near the tree,
and place it gently in her bin.
As the sun begins to set behind her sycamore tree,
I inhale the sweet rotten smell of the apples
and lift up the smooth, wooden arms of the wheelbarrow.

Yov’we misuaken me for someone xho fortiwes yov.
When you shaved your head,
you should have taken the fluff out of your ears.
I stand in the doorway and smile politely.
I watch your tattoo,
the ring of fire on your forearm,
spread upward, burning your flesh,
consuming your face,
skin melting in red ooze.
You do not notice but keep talking,
a Charlie Brown conversation
that I do not hear.
Your latest wife waits patiently in your shiny truck.
I smile, take the suitcases, and graciously say goodbye.
A feigned forgiveness
For the sake of children.
But do know that I know you
Red ooze of fire.
My hardened heart is charred,
A rock in my fleshy cavern,
burned crisp from the heat of your betrayal.
My pink lips smile with courtesy,
But my molten heart still smolders
Red embers from your flame.

Andrea Neptune is a full-time English professor at Sierra College, where she teaches creative writing,
children’s literature, and composition. She earned a Bachelor’s in English with an emphasis in Creative
Writing as well as a Master’s in English from CSU, Sacramento.
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Three Poems from SPC’s Hith School Poeury Conuesu
Left in the Dark
aka Son to Mother
Destiny Robbins-Brown
A Response to "Mother to Son" by Langston Hughes
Well, mother, you know it's not easy bein' a brother
I have to be strong and defend myself all because my skin is colored
It's time to man up, I can't show emotions or cry,
Questions are constantly ringing in my head,
Number one question is why.
Why does it feel like at the end of the tunnel, there is no light?
Why does it feel like all my life I had to fight?
All my life I had to be strong,
Do people think I come out the womb knowing right from wrong?
Sometimes I feel weary, like I can't go on.
My heart is growing heavy from singing this whole "life song"
I'm trying really hard to make it, but my head' steadily
Weighing me down
I'm trying hard to be successful, it's a shame
I have to do it with a frown.
I'm trying hard to meet my lord and saviour,
I'm trying to press toward the mark
"But what do I do in the meantime, Mom,
When I feel left in the dark?"
Bottle Green Piece of Seaglass
Brittany Kozitza

Breathe Me
Amber LaPointe

Laughter
Tangling together like washed up seaweed
Our hearts
Bleeding big, salty drops
Love
Tying us together...forever...

Breathe me with your deepest eyes
So you'll feel what's inside my heart
So you'll see there are no lies,
So you'll know I loved you from the start

Our friendship
A bottle green piece of seaglass
Washed out to sea and swept back
To land at our colorfully painted toenails
So many times...
This time, it has not returned
It has been lost
In the blue-green waves and creamy foam.
Each evening I search
Along the shore, calling into the fog
I sift through thousands of pieces of seaglass
Some jagged, others well-worn
I wonder
Are they individual...
Or part of a whole?
Where are you now dear friend?
I picture you
on another beach somewhere
Searching for new pieces of seaglass
To complement your beautiful soul.
And I wonder...
Do you ever think of our bottle green piece of
seaglass?

Breathe me with your sweetest smile
As your smile can cheer a thousand souls,
As your soul renders me senseless like a
child
As your smile keeps me smiling a
thousandfold
Breathe me with your caring touch
For without it my wounds would never heal
For without it my pain would hurt too
much,
For without it I would never again learn
to feel
Breathe me with your gentle kiss
To taste the convictions of my love for
you,
To taste the joy of my soul in bliss,
To keep me there inside of you
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To Wit a Bit o’ the Illicit
by Tim Kahl
Materials: The first school of American poets, The Hartford Wits, also known as The Connecticut Wits, were a group of colonial
American intellectuals [John Trumbull, Timothy Dwight, Joel Barlow, David Humphries, Theodore Dwight, Richard Alsop, Elihu Hubbard
Smith, Mason Cogswell, and Lemuel Hopkins] who met regularly during the 1780s and 1790s and discussed their conservative Federalist
ideas in contrast to the Jeffersonian ideals of liberal democracy which were beginning to take hold at the time. The members were
farmers, businessmen, lawyers, doctors, educators and ministers, and they were united in their degrees from Yale, their Calvinist faith,
their conservative political views and their desire to create a national literature.
Their poetic output was ironic in that though they wanted to create a national literature, most of their efforts mimicked the styles of
Europeans—especially that of Samuel Butler and Alexander Pope.
The Wits wrote after American independence and wanted to celebrate American independence, yet they were troubled by the individual
greed of the time and the reluctance of some states to ratify the Constitution. They advocated a strong central government to bring
burgeoning political disagreements under control and to control unscrupulous business practices.
Their prime poetic output was the Anarchiad: A Poem on the Restoration of Chaos and Substantial Night [1786], a mock-epic which was
primarily based on Pope’s Dunciad. In it they made fun of Jeffersonian liberalism and critiqued the tenor of, to their point of view, their
anarchic times. In this excerpt from the Anarchiad they write:
Hail! realm of rogues, renown'd for fraud and guile,
All hail ! ye knav'ries of yon little isle.
There prowls the rascal, cloth'd with legal pow'r,
To snare the orphan, and the poor devour;
The crafty knave his creditor besets,
And advertising paper pays his debts;
Bankrupts their creditors with rage pursue,
No stop, no mercy from the debtor crew.
Arm'd with new tests, the licens'd villain bold,
Presents his bills, and robs them of their gold;
Their ears, though rogues and counterfeiters lose,
No legal robber fears the gallows noose.
Look through the State, the unhallow'd ground appears
A pen of dragons, and a cave for bears;
A nest of vipers, mix'd with adders foul;
The screeching night-bird, and the greater owl:
For now, unrighteousness, a deluge wide,
Pours round the land an overwhelming tide;
And dark injustice, wrapp'd in paper sheets,
Rolls a dread torrent through the wasted streets;

Mostly their beef here is with legal tender (the advertising paper) which the writers prefer to think is not as good as gold. Their larger
objection though seems to be with the licentiousness of the age; for example, the rogues, the knaves, the unhallowed ground, the nest of
vipers, etc. It is good old State bashing for sure, but with a curious resonance to our own day and age of bankruptcies that allow for
debtors to beset their creditors, our legion of unscrupulous business practices run amok.
Enter exhibit A for our times. Moíses Naím’s recent book, Illicit: How Smugglers, Traffickers, and Copycats are Hijacking the Global
Economy, documents the effects of that liberalizing scourge of our age, trade liberalization. The technology and networking capabilities of
the information revolution that have allowed multinational corporations to extend their global outreach since the early 90s have also
permitted the manufacture and sales of illicit and counterfeit goods, so much so that they have grown seven times faster than legal trade.
Estimates have put illicit trade to be nearly 1/10 of today’s global economic output. The market for knock-off apparel, electronics,
weapons, pharmaceuticals and human trafficking has led to massive money laundering operations and the corruption of many state
governments around the world. Naím thinks that the threat of illicit trade, a kind of economic terrorism, is a greater threat than the more
conventional forms of terrorism. It is only our obsession with protecting the interests of our role as consumers that keeps this illicit
machine moving forward.
Methods: The lasting influence of The Hartford Wits is not any contribution to style; rather, it is the portrait of the post-revolutionary
period that they provided, a period that many think is still essential in understanding the American character. In that spirit, one might
endeavor to chronicle our own interesting times with as much satiric wit as The Hartford Wits. For example, one might care to write a
hymn to a knock-off handbag or an anthem to offshore banking, all done with a delicious satirical edge. Perhaps a delightful romp on how
you bought your mom an AK-47 for her birthday on eBay. A paean to an outsourced Yakuza thug. An elegy to a lost metal shipping
container. Perhaps an ode to Mexican Viagra in the style of one of Neruda’s odes.
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Alan Gullette interviews Donald Sidney-Fryer
For over thirty years, Donald Sidney-Fryer has been billed as The Last of the Courtly Poets and Northern California's only
Neo-Elizabethan Poet-Entertainer. The third volume of his Songs and Sonnets Atlantean was published in 2005 by Los
Angeles' Phosphor Lantern Press, completing a cycle that began in the 1960s. The omnibus volume The Atlantis Fragments
will be published in 2008 by Hippocampus Press of New York. He was interviewed during a recent sojourn in San Francisco
by Alan Gullette, an Oakland poet. Alan Gullette is the author of From a Safe Distance (San Francisco: Anamnesis Press,
2000) and other works. His literary website includes pages dedicated to Donald Sidney-Fryer (AlanGullette.com/Lit/DSF),
Clark Ashton Smith, and George Sterling.
AG: Let’s begin with the current scene in poetry and work our way back to a discussion of romanticism and the roots of
your work. Somewhere along the way, we should raise the question of whether poetry matters. But first, the
“obligatory” question: What advice do you have for aspiring poets, young or old?
DSF: Be prepared for a lot of work! And cultivate something to say that is your own; if it has been used before, then
make it your own. You can also write directly out of your own life, your region, and so on.
AG: Two popular contemporary manifestations of poetry are rap and poetry slams. Do you think they are they a good
thing or a bad thing? I mean, are they good because they help popularize poetry, or bad because they are so limited in
style and often negative in tone?
DSF: I think they are overall a good thing, because first of all it’s a form of communication, which is what all writing is
about. If they are often negative in tone, then maybe they will eventually become more positive. It’s a chance for
people to express things that are bothering them.
AG: Do you ever make a list of rhyming words to find one that works?
DSF: Yes, one does use a rhyming dictionary. Originally I didn’t. The way I would do it, if I needed rhyme words, and of
course, using that form, you do – is I would run through sounds alphabetically. Some of them just came, of course, and
some are traditional. But if you are going to use rhyme, it does help to have a rhyming dictionary.
AG: Is there any sense in which you “practice” without producing (e.g., studying scansion)?
DSF: No, I have never practiced unless I was producing something. Of course you have to study scansion – I studied
prosody in a variety of languages, but from the poems themselves, not “here’s a poet who can help me understand
form” – I had to get that out by myself. A cookbook is very useful – try cooking without it – but after a while, once
you’ve been cooking long enough, you learn “Don’t use too much arrowroot, too much flour” – you know? There are
certain ingredients, you have to be careful – you can ruin a dish.
AG: To quote Edison, “Genius is 1% inspiration and 99% perspiration.” What admixture of inspiration and perspiration do
you operate on?!
DSF: Usually, for me, inspiration is: I get an idea, a certain rhyme sometimes, and that becomes a real part of the poem.
For example I’ll think, “There’s no real rhyme for sunset… the closest is onset…” and that was the beginning of “A Ship
Sails Out to Sea.” So I think to myself, “I’ve got the football and I’m running – let’s see where I can go with this and
how far can I go?” And I’m carrying it in my head – that’s the beauty of the sonnet form… Though, as you notice, my
sestet is not quite strict and the couplet actually becomes a quatrain. The tendency to make it longer or larger was
already there in many of the early poems.
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AG: I want to ask about the California Romantics, but first the term romantic poetry is often used but rarely defined, and is
probably often confused with love poetry. Can we define what is meant by romanticism?
DSF: California Romantics is a term I created and it seems to have caught on. For a long time I called them “West Coast
Romantics,” but I realized to someone in England the west coast would be Cornwall or Wales… California Romantics
covers both the 1800s and 1900s, people like Ambrose Bierce, Sterling, Smith, Herman Scheffeuer, and there were
others. Romanticism? I don’t know how to define it… obsession with strong emotion and attention to sensual details,
maybe.
AG: Sensual or sensory?
DSF: Sensual.
AG: But you mean sensual in a sensory way?
DSF: Precisely! As a writer, obviously, I am a romantic writer, a poet; but that does not necessarily correlate with being
a romantic person.
AG: There’s a confusion of romantic poetry with love poetry, but romance or roman as a novel…
DSF: I’m using it as something that is highly colored… Hawaii is a very romantic place, in terms of vividly colored…
That’s part of it.
AG: But in the sense of a “romantic getaway,” it’s usually thought of in terms of sexual love as opposed to romance or
romanticism…
DSF: Well, it can be both, they can go hand in hand. Romantic in terms of gallantry, courtly love – it’s a deliberate
attempt at refinement of the physical love. I tend to define romance in historical, chronological terms: romance was
the creation of the Middle Ages and was reinvented in the Renaissance: roman, romance, romanticism. Then came the
1700s, where it was alive but not dominant. And romanticism in the modern sense became rediscovered in the late
1700s and throughout the 1800s. We’re looking back into the past, because that’s where you find examples of
greatness that inspire you – not necessarily to try and exceed them. My attitude is to continue in a worthy way what
somebody else began. In my case, I had a direct personal connection with Smith and through him an indirect
connection to Sterling, Nora May French, and Bierce; and later, through Oscar Lewis (the former secretary of the Book
Club of California), another connection to Bierce and Sterling.
AG: Isn’t there an inherent connection between the Gothic and romanticism?
DSF: Oh, my god, yes! Romance is the creation of the Middle Ages, as is courtly love, as is also the Gothic. Gaspard de
la Nuit is a perfect example of Gothicism revived, it was the first attempt to reconstruct the Middle Ages in a creative
way. It just preceded Hugo’s Hunchback of Notre Dame. As I detail in my introduction to Gaspard, many of the great
writers of the period were well aware of Bertrand. Hugo said it would be impossible to have greater examples of
literary art than this. The French do not give praise unless they really mean it.
AG: In your long (and enchanting!) narrative poem "A Vision of a Castle Deep in Averonne," a modern couple magically
return to Renaissance France. You say it's based on "a legend of the Auvergne concerning the Citadelle de Merle." How
did this narrative come about? ("Averonne" is also a tie-in with CAS.)
DSF: The modern couple return to then-modern France, i.e., of 1930, and at times return to Renaissance France, reality,
dream, hallucination. The narrative came about thanks to some photos of the Citadelle de Merle taken by Paul
Toffaletti, plus historic data concerning the site. I visited it when I was in France in 2000.
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Alan Gullette is the author of From a Safe Distance (San Francisco: Anamnesis Press,
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